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ABSTRACT
The Indigenous people of Florida terraformed the region’s relatively flat landscape into
monumental vantage points for residence, burial, and displays of regional power. Known as
mound structures today, these long-abandoned sites are now obscured by dense vegetation and
thick tree canopies making their rediscovery difficult. Using Light Detection and Ranging
(LiDAR) technology these lost sites can be located remotely for protection and study. In this
research, LiDAR is used to locate Indigenous mound sites along the St. Johns River within the
Ocala National Forest. Using free an open source geographic information systems (GIS) and
similar software, LiDAR point cloud data is processed and visualized into digital elevation
models (DEMs). This supports manual feature extraction (MFE) in service of locating potential
sites. MFE is the identification of features by visual interpretation (Quintas et. al. 2017:364).
This form of desktop survey reduces physical labor requirements with traditional methods of site
location (e.g., field survey) by providing exact location data of possible sites prior to fieldwork.
The central purpose of this project is the identification of Indigenous mound sites within
the project study area for the purposes of identification, verification, and protection. This
includes identifying previously unrecorded and documented sites in order to validate the
usefulness of manual feature extraction of potential features and sites from LiDAR data within
the densely vegetative area of interest. The project successfully identified two previously
unknown sites and provided critical information for updating information associated with an
additional four known mound sites. All data contributed to new or updated archaeological
records with the Florida Master Site File and the US Forest Service database. This research took
place during 2020 and 2021, and all University of Central Florida and federal policies and
guidelines associated with COVID were followed.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
The Ocala National Forest of Central Florida is a lush jungle of thick tree canopies, dense
underbrush, and plentiful natural resources for human occupation. A wealth of information from
archaeological sites throughout the forest has enabled archaeologists to explore the history of PreColumbian Florida (Milanich 1994; Moore and Mitchem 1999; Randall 2010a). Great expeditions
to locate, excavate, and map Florida’s sites began in the late 1800s by well-known archaeologists
Wyman and Moore (Moore and Mitcham 1999). Sadly, many of the sites visited by these early
archaeologists have been lost through various commercial activities throughout the twentieth
century which destroyed many sites for their resources (e.g., shell for road construction). There
have not been any similar large-scale expeditions to these sites since (Moore and Mitchem 1999;
Randall 2014:165-166).
Conventional methods for locating archaeological sites in remote areas generally consist of
cutting transects and field walking, ground surface collection of artifacts, shovel test pits, and
dependence on information gathered from local informants. Cutting transects and performing large
amounts of shovel test pits are physically exhaustive techniques that often require large teams to
conduct efficiently (Pluckhahn and Thompson 2012:299; Quintus et al. 2017:352). Conventional
methods can be inefficient and costly, wasting project time and person hours, and potentially
missing or overlooking new archaeological sites (Pluckhahn and Thompson 2012:299).
GIS techniques like predictive modeling struggle to accurately locate Indigenous mound
sites due to the variables required for such models, especially in a region like Florida. These
include fluctuating water sources, scant and insufficient archaeological data, and little previous
work regarding site locations. The analysis of LiDAR offers a useful and low-cost approach to
identifying potential archaeological resources. Its significance is its ability to pierce the forest
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canopy and view the bare landscape below. This provides site location data whose coordinates can
be uploaded into a handheld global positioning system device and navigated to directly (Chase et
al. 2013:191; Randall 2014:162).

Figure 1 Overview map of the area of study

This study analyzed LiDAR along the St. Johns River and south of Lake George within the
boundaries of the Ocala National Forest in Florida (Figure 1) in search of mound and shell
structures constructed by the Indigenous people of the region. The St. Johns River was chosen for
this research based on the breadth of evidence of Indigenous occupation along the river’s shores
and the large quantity of already identified mound sites. This area of study allowed for new site
identification of two previously unknown mound structures and verification and location updating
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of four previously recorded sites through manual feature extraction and ground truthing, discussed
in chapter 3.

What Are Indigenous Mounds?
One of the most compelling forms of evidence relating to the social complexity and
monumentality of Indigenous people in the American Southeast is the mound structures they
constructed thousands of years ago (Marquardt 2010:552; Randall et. al. 2014:18). Shell structures,
also referred to as shell mounds, middens, heaps, rings, and works (Marquardt 2010:551), are
impressively large piles of snail shells or shellfish that are anthropogenic in origin. Any shell
structure found along the St. Johns River will have formed out of human agency (Moore and
Mitchem 1999:89). Indigenous mounds were also constructed using a variety of local materials
including charcoal, sand, earth, and faunal remains of varying species (Bullen 1978:21; Neill et. al.
1956; Marquardt 2010). Sand mounds are prevalent among, and are most associated with,
mortuary practices, especially during the Archaic and Woodland periods (Bullen 1978:20;
Milanich 1994; Wallis 2008:239). Some mounds are almost entirely constructed of organic layers
of animal bones and shell refuse. Other mounds contain high concentrations of light-colored shells
with little other organic materials indicating purposeful construction, indicative of ceremonialism,
authority, and coordinated public labor efforts (Bense 1994:197; Marquadt 2010:554,562). Many
mounds within and adjacent to the area of study include alternating layers of sand and shell with
varying radiocarbon dates indicating separate periods of mound use and construction (Bullen and
Bryant 1956:5). Shell mounds date back as far as the Archaic period and range in size and shape
but are commonly domed or conical (Anderson and Sassaman 2012:78;81; Marquardt 2010:551).
The Archaic and Woodland mounds were likely used as ceremonial gathering centers, while the
later Mississippian shell mounds were likely erected as monuments to the regional chiefs (Bense
3

1994:219; Wallis 2008:237). Mounds in general have served different purposes based on their time
of construction, locations, and associated cultural groups. Only through the artifacts atop and
within can we truly discern which of these purposes any single site may have served.

Objective/Purpose
The primary purpose of this research is to locate previously undocumented Indigenous
mound structures in the Ocala National Forest and to update archaeological records associated with
previously recorded sites. Previously unrecorded mounds will be referred to as unknown mounds
for the remainder of this document, although clearly they were known by builders and later
Indigenous residents of the area. Indigenous mounds provide clear archaeological context when
determining if a site is culturally significant and are a key feature for settlement locations in
southeastern archaeology (Randall et. al. 2014:18). Locating unknown mound sites is important for
their future preservation from commercial progress, such as timbering and land development
(Conrad 1997). Locations of recorded and unrecorded mound structures was determined through
the visual analysis of LiDAR data by converting three-dimensional point cloud datasets into digital
elevation models, discussed further in Chapter 3. The method used for visual analysis, referred to
as manual feature extraction (MFE) (Quintus et. al. 2017), significantly reduces the time normally
associated with site discovery in densely forested environments. Manual Feature Extraction (MFE)
refers to the identification of potential archaeological features through visual inspection (Quintus
et al. 2017:364).
Following MFE of the LiDAR data, ground truthing was conducted to verify findings.
During ground truthing six mound structures were located with two of those being previously
unknown mounds and the remaining four being known mound sites, but whose previously
recorded locations were incorrect within the Florida Master Site File and the US Forest Service
4

database of archaeological sites. The ability to update site information and locational data for
protection provided additional validation for the method of using LiDAR data to identify mound
structures under dense forest canopies (Pluckhan and Thompson 2012:289; Randall 2014:169).
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CHAPTER TWO: ENVIRONMENTAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL
CONTEXT
Environmental Context
Florida’s environment has evolved greatly since the arrival of the region’s first inhabitants,
known as Paleoindians. They arrived when sea levels were substantially lower due to the glacial
sheets that covered much of North America, but sea levels once again rose in response to the
melting of ice sheets during the end of the Pleistocene and the beginning of the Holocene
(Anderson and Sassaman 2012:38-40; Bense 1994:19; Milanich 1994:33; Scott 2011:26). Since
that time nearly all Paleoindian coastal locations and much of their inland sites were inundated by
rising sea levels (Milanich 1994:38). Florida is located within a portion of the continental shelf
known as the Atlantic Coastal Plain, a region along the eastern coast of the United States, which
rises above sea level. This is evidenced by the numerous barrier islands whose elevation remained
above sea level, but were cut off from the mainland (Bense 1994:16). The lower sea levels created
an arid and dryer climate across north and central Florida producing fauna not found in modern
times (Daniel and Wisenbaker 1987:157).
Florida’s surface and groundwater are highly acidic and erode the limestone and carbonate
minerals that make up the peninsula’s subterranean layer. This process of erosion created an
asymmetrical sublayer drainage system consisting of caves, caverns, sinkholes, and springs known
as a karst terrain system (Kindinger et. al. 1999:301; Lane 1986:1,13). Rising sea levels also
contributed to the karst topography by increasing the ground water salinity which accelerated the
limestone erosion, creating permeability within the subterranean layer and affecting the Floridan
aquifer (Daniel and Wisenbaker 1987:155).
This project’s research area covers 55.4 km² (13696 acres) along the St. Johns River
bordering Lake Volusia counties, and 23.8 km² (5888 acres) along the southern shore of Lake
6

George within Lake County. The St Johns River begins in the St. Johns River marsh, about 29.7
km east of Vero Beach. The St. Johns River flows northward along a meandering 443 km path
before emptying into the Atlantic Ocean near Jacksonville (Kroening 2002:2). The river has a
consistent elevation difference of 6 meters throughout its extent and features numerous branching
canals, oxbows, and isolated lakes (Bullen and Bryant 1956:4) The chain of lakes that the St. Johns
River flows through are all elongated in shape due to the south to north direction of the river’s
flow. It is suggested (White 1970:103-104) that the lineal chain of lakes that make up the St. Johns
River was once a single estuary that has since drained. Oxbow lakes are a common occurrence
along the St. Johns River, especially within the area of study. Bullen and Bryant (1956:28-29)
found evidence of hidden springs and oxbow lakes that were likely once occupied but eventually
abandoned after sand and clay sediments from flood waters gradually filled up and dried out the
water sources. This is evidenced by the species of snail faunal remains discovered in those areas
that would have only existed if spring or freshwater sources were present. These dried up lakes and
springs, indicate that the river has altered in trajectory and shape throughout its time of human
occupation.
Today, the Ocala National Forest region is covered in pine flatwoods and dry prairies.
(Abrahamson and Hartnett 1989:103-104). Pine flatwoods consist of pine overstories paired with
dense, ground-level shrubbery that have adapted to the dry environment of the region
(Abrahamson and Hartnett 1989:103-105). The forest is mainly populated with longleaf pine in the
driest areas, pond pine in the wettest, and slash pine found in areas in between. The vegetation
beneath the pine canopies or within the dry scrub sandhills include a variety of dry shrubbery, saw
palmetto, wiregrass, wax myrtle, gallberry, and cabbage palm. The soil types of the region vary in
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pH, but are commonly acidic, and include organic matter from plants, nutrient-deprived finegrained sand, and low contents of clay (Abrahamson and Hartnett 1989:107-112).

Archaeological Context
Florida has an extensive anthropogenic history typically divided into several periods
defined along the lines of technological innovation and change on social organization. The
timeline begins with the Paleoindians (14000-11550 BP) who first inhabited Florida at a time
when sea levels were much lower, and the environment was much dryer (Daniel and Wisenbaker
1987:155). This is followed by the Archaic period divided into three sub periods: Early (115507900 BP), Middle (7900-5800 BP), and Late (5800-3200 BP). During this period sea levels began
to rise, and freshwater sources became much more plentiful inland, causing a shift in settlement
locations from shorelines and estuaries to rivers, lakes, and other water sources dotting the inland
area. Sites and material culture are more present than the Paleoindian times and begin offering
insight into the daily lives of Indigenous people in what is now Florida (Milanich 1994). The
Woodland and Mississippian periods (3200 BP- 461 BP) saw the rise in regional cultures as
Indigenous people became sedentary and their populations grew. During these periods,
archaeologists can begin diversifying the groups based on technological and cultural
advancements, most notably ceramic production. These periods also saw an increase in mound
development with Woodland mounds likely used as ceremonial gathering centers and
Mississippian shell mounds transitioning to monuments of the regional chiefs (Bense 1994:197;
Milanich 1994:269,360; Wallis 2008:237)
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Florida’s Paleoindian Period - 14000-11550 BP
Current research places Florida’s initial peopling at around 14,500 BP. The region’s
earliest inhabitants relied on local resources to survive in a landscape much different than today
(Daniel and Wisenbaker 1987:155; Milanich 1994:37). Florida’s landmass during the Late
Pleistocene was nearly twice the size it is today measuring about 450 km from the Gulf to the
Atlantic with the shoreline extending more than 64 km out from either coast (Daniel and
Wisenbaker 1987:152; Milanich 1994:38). This changing environment has led to the submergence
of many Paleoindian sites, making their discovery more difficult. In addition, Paleoindian sites are
already sparse, and these factors explain the relative scarcity of such sites. Such sites that have
received attention are typically located along inland waterways and the Florida coast, or out onto
the continental shelf (Faught and Donoghue 1997:418). Many inundated sites contain evidence of
the animals consumed and whose remains were preserved due to the unique environmental
conditions found at wet sites. These conditions require bodies to be submerged in oxygendeficient, still water with specific properties that inhibits decay and is deep enough to avoid
disturbance by organisms and wildlife (Coles 1988:223; Milanich 1994:47,67; Purdy 1987:27).
The consumed animals provide evidence for food acquisition among Paleoindians including the
hunting of large game such as bison, mammoths, and mastodons (Clausen et al. 1979:610; Hoppe
et al. 1999:441; Milanich 1994:47). This type of food acquisition indicates a hunter-gatherer
lifestyle of residential mobility for Paleoindians. However, the Harney Flats and Page-Ladson sites
indicate the presence of more permanent residence that would have been occupied for extended
lengths throughout the year. This migration pattern indicates logistical mobility or semi-sedentary
groups (Carter 2003:189; Daniel and Wisenbaker 1987:174-175; Halligan et al. 2012; Kelly
1992:44).
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The tool kit of Paleoindian people was not dramatically varied throughout the Paleoindian
period. The Early Paleoindian period used fluted lanceolate projectile points known as Clovis
points. The Middle Paleoindian period expanded to non-fluted points as well as larger points and
broader blades including the most used tool of the Paleoindian period, the Suwannee point. The
Late Paleoindian period saw the disappearance of larger points like the Suwannee point and the
appearance of smaller points including Dalton, Tallahassee, Bolen (Beveled and plain), and many
other similar smaller points, though it is argued that many of these points may have been hafted
knives that were sharpened and whittled away over time (Milanich 1994:53-54). Other tools used
include unifacial scrapers, adzes, spokeshaves, oval ground stones used to create bolas for bird and
small game hunting, double-pointed bone tools, spears, bifacial knives, and flake knives (Anderson
1990:164; Dunbar et al. 1989:484; Milanich 1994:48,50).

The Lake George Point Paleoindian site
Paleoindian sites within Central Florida are sparse in comparison to sites from the Archaic
period and later, likely due to the dryer landscape and fewer reliable water sources of the area
when Florida was nearly twice as large as it is today (Milanich 1994:38; Thulman 2006:224;
Thulman 2012:77). A significant Paleoindian site near the area of study is located on the
northeastern coast of Lake George, just south of Georgetown. In 2009, Thulman (2012) performed
an extensive survey of the area to determine the boundaries and possible discovery of artifacts.
Unfortunately, the site has been almost entirely disturbed by artifact collectors, who, luckily
enough, reported their findings to the State of Florida. Of the points reported to the State,
Suwannee points were highly representative of the site (Thulman 2012). The site was surveyed
with several transects performed, but the area was a hotbed for collectors over the years and so no
lithics were recovered. The survey team was able to recover extinct faunal remains that were
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unstained by tannins and cracked or degraded indicating the remains were exposed for an extended
period prior to inundation. There is no indication of tool production at the site and all analyzed
lithics originated from the Ocala Quarry Cluster far to the west. Because of the location and the
time of these artifacts Thulman (2012:81) theorized that the site was likely a hunting area at a time
when Lake George may have been a dry basin with open vistas for hunting.

Archaic Period - 11550-2500 BP
Early Archaic -11550-7900 BP
The Early Archaic is defined by several shifts in lifestyles as rising water levels forced
inhabitants to adapt to environmental changes and begin occupying new lands in search of evershifting freshwater sources inland. This change supported larger populations as they transitioned
from hunter-gatherer mobility to a semi-sedentary lifestyle (Kelly 1992:49; Milanich 1995:67).
Early Archaic sites lack coastal and riverine shellfish middens, likely due to the largely nomadic
lifestyle of these early groups, whose seasonal rounds included moving between coastal and
interior environments. There was also a loss of Pleistocene era animals for hunting, forcing
Archaic people to adapt to the new Florida environment. Non-inundated sites in the archaeological
record become more prevalent, signifying the environmental transitions that moved settlements
further inland and away from the rising sea levels.
Another defining feature of this transition is a dramatic increase in the diversity of tool
assemblages, offering a greater array of special purpose rather than multi-purpose tools (Milanich
1994:66; Purdy and Beach 1980:114). The toolkit during the Early Archaic emerged around 9500
BP, with a shift from the lanceolate point to stemmed points, believed to be the earliest of these
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new types from stratigraphic data found at the Harney Flats site (Daniel and Wisenbaker 1987:35).
The new stone tool assemblages were likely percussion flaked and used for multiple purposes such
as scraping, chopping, and hammering. There is also evidence of reworked stone tools that may
have previously broken while in active use (Purdy and Beach 1980:114). Other materials used for
tool making at the time include bone, wood, shell, teeth, and deer antler, as well as fabrics made
from sabal palms, saw palmettos, and other fibrous plants (Milanich 1994:63, 67, 74-75; Wentz
2012:102-106). Water burials also emerge in the region with sites like Windover pond providing
an incredible source of organic matter leading to insight into the diets and pathology of Archaic
people (Milanich 1994:72; Wentz 2012:45,51,113-120).

Middle Archaic-7900-5800 BP
The Middle Archaic is characterized by the emergence of new settlement types, including
larger and more permanent ones. As populations began to grow due to the increased variety of
resources, most importantly new fresh water sources, sites and settlements also grew, and their
purposes began to diversify. The most common Middle Archaic sites are small special-use camps
for hunting, characterized by the discovery of a variety of lithic tools and debitage left behind.
New quarries for lithic raw materials were discovered throughout Florida, leading to new
variations and types of projectile points including the Newnan point as well as other new types of
lithic tools (Milanich 1994:76-79,84; Randall et. al. 2014:32). Larger procurement sites have also
been located such as the chert procurement site found at Wetherington Island in northern
Hillsborough County (Chance 1981:117; Milanich 1994:78). Evidence of even larger settlements
that likely consisted of larger population groups, such as the Senator Edwards site in Marion
County, contained tens of thousands of debitage and tools scattered across acres of land (Milanich
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1994:78; Purdy and Beach 1980:105). Blades, flakes, and cores associated with a well-developed
blade industry were of the most found lithics. Due to the increase in sedentary lifestyles,
inhabitants began producing much larger tools, including ones not easily transported, that would
have aided in the production of permanent housing (Milanich 1994:79-80).
Water burials, like the ones found at Windover Pond, become more abundant with the
ritual being practiced throughout Florida (Milanich 1994:81; Wentz and Gifford 2007:330). These
water burials contain some of the most well preserved human organic material discovered in
Florida. Unique artifacts like the decorated wooden tablet of a carved bird found at Little Salt
Spring and organic tools of wood, bone, antler, and chert have also been recovered from water
burial sites (Clausen et. al. 1979:612; Milanich 1994:82; Wentz and Gifford 2007:334; Wentz
2012:91-97). Other forms of burial rituals were also being practiced at this time such as the ones
found on Tick Island in the St. Johns River dating to between 5500-5080 BP, where bodies were
buried as clusters into sand mounds impregnated with charcoal and were later reused and covered
with shell refuse by post-Middle Archaic people (Bullen 1978:20). The bones found at Tick Island
were preserved well enough glean pathological conditions for those buried in the region. Another
such site, the Gauthier Site, also contained clustered burials that date to around 4390 BP but these
bodies were buried in shallow soil depressions rather than sand. Water burials declined at the end
of the Middle Archaic with burials like those found at Tick Island and Gauthier growing more
prominent (Carr and Jones 1981:84; Milanich 1994:84).

Late Archaic -5800-3200 BP
The end of the Middle Archaic saw populations return to the coasts as the Late Archaic
environment became similar to modern Florida (Watts and Hansen 1988:310). The subdued
environmental changes starting around 5000 BP led to even more residential permanence with
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extensive Late Archaic shell middens appearing at many coastal and interior water sources (Bense
1994:85; Milanich 1994:85-87). This is prevalent at inland Florida sites like Mount Taylor and
other sites along the St. Johns River where population growth is observable through the increase in
the amount of mound sites and the progressively decreasing size of the snails (Bullen 1965:19;
Cumbaa 1976:57; Milanich 1994:91). It is theorized that the decrease in snail size is due to ever
growing human populations consuming snails faster than the snails could reproduce and grow
(Bullen 1965:19; Cumbaa 1976:57; Milanich 1994:91).
Pottery emerged at this time in Florida. Following the Mount Taylor preceramic period
dating from 7400-4650 BP orange ceramics made of fiber-tempered pottery appear marking the
beginning of the Orange period and the emergence of an Orange culture (Gilmore 2016:39;
Milanich 1994:88; Randall 2010:196). Orange period sites are located all over East Florida and
especially along the St. Johns River and lasted from about 4650 BP-3550 BP (Gilmore 2016:40;
Milanich 1994:89; Randall 2010:196). Geometric designs and punctuations appeared on pottery
after 3650 BP allowing for better chronology of sites (Milanich 1994:86).
The evolution of ceramics in the region begins with the inclusion of Spanish Moss as fiber
tempering, but as the technology of materials progressed a variety of tempering was used. In the
area of study, the rise in use of St. Johns wares can be attributed to the use of muck, high in
organic materials, found along the river (Bloch et. al.2019:316; Griffin 1945:220). This muck has
high concentrations of spicules, microscopic carbonate and silica inclusions derived from
freshwater sponges, that work as an excellent tempering agent (Bloch et al. 2019:315-316). Other,
less common, tempering agents used include shell, sand quartz, and broken bits of fired pottery
known as grog (Bullen 1961:106; Herbert and Smith 2010:5-6; Milanich 1994:257).
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Late Archaic artifacts expand on those previously in use. Common tool forms include picks,
Busycon shell hammers, stone hammers, projectile points, pins, awls, along with fishing hooks,
decorative items, and utility items made from bone (Benson 1959:66; Milanich 1994:92-93).

Mount Taylor, Orange, and Transitional Period
The Mount Taylor culture, which is common to this project’s study appeared at 7400 BP
and lasted until 4650BP when Orange period ceramics superseded them. Randall (2013) discusses
the rise and fall of the Mount Taylor culture which spans three episodes all defined by various
characteristics including environment, mobility, population, and cultural innovations. Episode I
began around 7450 BP when mobile coastal populations begin settling around Lake George and
along the St. Johns River to the south. This is when intensive shell fishing becomes evident in the
region leading to the construction of linear shell ridges whose design continues into Episode II.
Episode II begins around 6400 BP with the introduction of sand and shell mortuary practices and
residential habitation of the region. There is also evidence of trade routes and distanced traveling
for lithic raw materials and marine shell. This is supported as well through isotopic analysis of
human remains from the Mount Taylor Period indicating travel of persons from as far as Georgia,
Tennessee, and Virginia. Episode III begins around 5750BP and sees the abandonment of many
shell ridges and mounds formed in Episode II, but the establishment of various mound types
including smaller ridges, shell fields, and shell mounds nearly twice the size of the previous
episode (Randall 2013:210). Construction of mounds around Silver Glen Springs begins during
this episode along with the Bluffton and Thornhill Lake mounds.
Kimball Island, located within the area of study just south of Lake Dexter, was first
explored by Benson and Greene (1962) and later more thoroughly excavated by Bullen and Bryant
(1965). Benson and Greene (1962:113) discovered one large main mound averaging 8 feet in
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height with a maximum height of 17 feet and 700 ft x 360 feet in area, with several smaller circular
mounds surrounding it. Surface scatter of shell atop the large feature dug up by wild pigs indicated
these were large shell mounds. From the little excavation done by Benson and Greene (1962) the
mound contained human bones along with several small faunal species and only 3 pot sherds typed
as St. Johns Plain and Check Stamp.
Bullen and Bryant (1965:19) revisited the Kimball Island Midden site and validated the
initial visit by Benson and Greene (1962). Bullen and Bryant also visited two additional mound
sites, referred to as Midden No. 1 and Midden No. 2 west of Lake Dexter. These mounds contained
similar artifacts and faunal remains. It was concluded that these sites likely belonged to the same
or similar cultural group and time period. Due to the scarcity of ceramics, it was surmised that
these sites date to pre-ceramic St. Johns with some carbon dating from snail shells dating back as
far as 5000 BP (Bullen and Bryant 1965:23).
The emergence of pottery singles the end of the Mount Taylor period and the transition to
the Orange period. The Orange period derives its name from the orange fiber-tempered pottery
found in abundance at sites in East Florida and along the St. Johns River. The Orange Period
ranges from about 4650-3550 BP and is followed by the controversial Transition period ranging
from 3500-2500 BP. The Orange Period saw an increase in mound construction which grew so
large they began terraforming and completely altering the landscape (Gilmore 2016:9). The
Transitional Period refers to the time between the end of Orange Period pottery and the appearance
of “chalky textured” St. Johns I pottery. Paste analysis and stratigraphic provenience indicates that
St. John's pottery is also found in Orange Period sites. There is evidence from various sites
indicating a gradual transition rather than a sudden development of new technology (Milanich
1994:88; Saunders and Hays 2004:11). Ceramics are used as the markers to define this period, but
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this is considered subjective since chalky wares to one observer may not appear chalky to another
(Russo 1992:113). The Orange Period lithic and artifacts are nearly identical to those found during
the St. Johns I period including similar shell tools, bone pins, bone awls, points made from a
variety of materials, and plummets used for net weights. Because it is difficult to discern a
transitional style between the Orange and St. Johns ware types, this period is considered
controversial.

The Woodland and Mississippian periods - 3200 BP- 461 BP (AD 1539)
The end of the Late Archaic is heavily characterized by the regionalization of cultures. By
this time most cultural groups were living in permanent settlements with distinct local cultural
practices, therefore Florida cultures were no longer generalized temporally such as the Paleoindian
and Archaic periods, but rather by their technological and cultural developments.
The localization of distinct cultures made it more evident that cultural transmission began
taking place across the entire Southeast of the United States. This is evidenced by artifacts found at
different sites that did not originate from where they were discovered. The Woodland period,
mostly marked by the appearance of ceramics, emphasizes “more” as Bense (1994:110) describes
it; meaning many of the same cultural practices from the Late Archaic are still present during the
Woodland period, but the practices become more widespread with increases in artifact presence.
The Mississippian period, which follows, is heavily characterized by the rise of powerful
chiefdoms engaged in more obvious ceremonialism, even greater population densities, and the
advent of horticulture and other agricultural practices (Bense 1994:184-197).
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The Deptford Culture
The Deptford culture spanned much of northwest Florida from the panhandle, down to the
Tampa Bay area, and as far east as Putnam and Marion counties. The Deptford people are
characterized by non-fiber tempered pottery, large settlements, regional trade networks, and a
growth of ceremonialism. It is believed that the Deptford culture was one of the first post-Archaic
regional cultures developed. Settlements were commonly established along the coast for the
Deptford people, but by 1900 BP interior sites of North-Central Florida had evolved from small
camps to villages (Milanich 1994:111,114). Rather than establishing settlements at high points for
better protection, many permanent Deptford sites can be found directly adjacent to inland rivers for
better access to resources (Milanich 1973:56). Many coastal sites contain circular shell middens
located near village housing that were used as communal dumps. Though there is evidence of sites
within the interior forests, the large shell middens that would be associated with the Deptford
people have not been identified (Milanich 1994:120). Evidence of Deptford components have been
found within The Ocklawaha River, which runs along much of the Ocala National Forest’s western
border (Milanich 1973:56).

Weeden Island Culture
Weeden Island culture is the name given to an expansive region of Florida extending from
the panhandle, down the west peninsular, and ending several miles south of Tampa Bay along the
Little Manatee River. The presence of Weeden Island influence is sparse within the interiors of
Florida, but sherds and vessels from the culture can be found in burial mounds along the St. Johns
River (Milanich 1994:160; Willey 1945:226-227). The culture itself is so expansive that most of
Weeden Island culture can be broken up into cultural adaptations due to regionalization and
varying environments (Milanich 1994:160).
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Weeden Island Burial mounds differed from the traditional shell mounds because they were
constructed from sand and charcoal, with only some mounds containing shell layers. These burial
mounds ranged in height from just 30 cm to as high as 3.7 m and in diameter from 9 m to 30.5 m.
Secondary burials were more common in these mounds than primary ones with those interred
being either in a flexed position or dismembered and de-fleshed entirely. A variety of artifacts
were also buried including ceramics, lithics, shell, bone, and other minerals (Willey 1945:234235).
What is interesting about Weeden Island culture is the dichotomy of secular vs. sacred
ceramic complexes and artifacts discovered indicating variation in lithic and ceramic purposes.
Weeden Island pottery has three classifications: utilitarian, prestige, and sacred. Prestige vessels
are most associated with the elite classes and were ornately decorated, but unusable for practical
purposes due to their design often having cutout vessel walls (Wallis et. al. 2017:132).
Prestige and sacred wares were produced by highly skilled artisans for special use,
suggested by the scarcity of these types of pottery and their discovery locations almost always
being related to mortuary practices. Utilitarian pottery is more commonly found and would have
been more achievable for less skilled crafters (Wallis et. al. 2017:139-140). Sears (1973:32)
believes utilitarian wear progressed slowly, especially with the paste type, over several centuries,
whereas prestige and sacred ceramics show rapid progression of types and styles changes likely
coming from outside influence

St. Johns I and St. Johns II Cultures
The St. Johns I culture appears around 2500 BP and lasts for over 1000 years before
transitioning into the St. Johns II culture around 1250 BP. St. Johns sites are largely located within
Central and North-East Florida and saw a great population boom following the Orange Period as
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indicated by the increase in site prevalence and components found within the sites (Milanich
1994:256,263). St. Johns I people occupied villages and camps along the St. Johns River and its
tributaries, as well as many lakes of central Florida, especially in Orange, Lake, and northern
Osceola counties (Milanich 1994:254). The St. Johns River features numerous sand burial mounds,
shell middens, and areas of shell refuse. Unfortunately, most of these shell middens and mounds
have been destroyed for their shell resources to be used for roads and building materials and
therefore the information they contained are now lost. (Milanich 1994:245). The various burial
mounds found at St. Johns sites can range from less than 25 individuals to as many as a hundred
and are believed to be lineally or kin-group linked. The bodies were first prepared and stored in
charnel houses before being ritually interred. This process would be repeated for new burials
resulting in a stratum consisting of multiple layers (Milanich 1994:260; Randall 2014:165).
The chronology of pottery found within St Johns region shell middens starts with the
absence of pottery, then fiber-tempered pottery appears, followed by a decline in fiber-tempered
pottery use and a rise in chalky ware. St. Johns period ceramics contained short, straight inclusions
derived from freshwater sponges, known as spicules, that was found in abundance and acted as a
great tempering agent. The chalky pottery of St. Johns I appeared around 2500 BP and had
continued production and use until at least the contact period post-500 BP (Goggin 1998:38;
Milanich 1994:246). The chalky ware was commonly decorated with incisions and later with
check stamping (Milanich 1994:246,257).
St. Johns II is defined by the introduction of check stamped pottery. These designs come
from carved wooden paddles with a checked pattern that likely mimics maize (Milanich
1994:263). There is evidence of influence from other regions indicated by ceramics and
ceremonial artifacts from outside the region being found within the St. Johns region burials. The
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St. Johns I culture lifeways seemed to have been preserved during the transition to the St. Johns II
culture (Milanich 1994:263). The diet of the St. Johns people consisted of shellfish, various fish
species, wild game, and an array of migratory birds, as well as domesticated plants such as maize.
Maize cultivation is not directly observable through the archaeological record, but early maize use
is indicated by both the check-stamped pottery and clay effigies that depict a large variety of seeds
and produce. The only cobs and kernels found came from Hontoon Island and were dated to
colonial period shell mounds (Milanich 1994:264,267; Moore and Mitchem 1999:26). Gourds and
squash were likely present as early as the Paleoindian and later used as bottles during the Archaic
(Doran et. al. 1990:355), but the St. Johns II period actively cultivated the gourds and squash for
use as containers (Milanich 1994:263,264).
There are few known sites within the area of study displaying the practices indicative of the
Mississippian Period and it is surmised that much of the region remained at the Late Archaic to
Woodland level of progression (Milanich and Fairbanks 1980:147). Along the river the cultural
traditions of daily life: hunting, fishing, gathering, and village occupation, remained relatively
stagnant from about 4000 BP into the contact period with few examples of Mississippian Period
complex chiefdoms (those being Mount Royal, Thursby Mound, and Shield Mound) arising
around 800 BP (Milanich and Fairbanks 1980:164-166).
Hontoon Island, located just Southeast of the Ocala National Forest and within the St.
Johns river, served as an excellent reliquary for wood and botanical artifacts due to the
preservative properties of certain wet environments (Purdy 1987:27). Archaeologists were
provided with archaeobotanical samples, tool handles, bowls, fabricated sticks for throwing or
support for tents, and a broken canoe paddle (Milanich 1994:266). Thursby Mound, located just
south of Hontoon Island, also contained interesting wooden artifacts including a large totem of an
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owl, as well as colonial period silver and gold ornaments (Bullen 1955:61; Milanich
1994:272,273).
The Mount Royal site, just North of Lake George, is one of the largest Mississippian Period
sites near the area of study featuring large pyramidal mounds, uniquely shaped ceramic vessels
indicative of the period, and evidence of extensive trade throughout the Southeast (Milanich
1994:269,272). Mount Royal also features a causeway that leads from the mound to a nearby lake
and varies in width from 3.7-7.6 m (Bense 1994:205; Milanich 1994:272). The stratigraphy and
location of objects within the mound indicates that it was built over several phases, rather than all
at once (Milanich 1994:270,271).

Contact and Colonial Periods 461 BP-150 BP (AD 1539-1800)
Although Europeans first arrived in Florida at the beginning of the 1500s, we have little
historical documentation regarding the Indigenous peoples of Florida, particularly the central
region. Several groups are known from the limited ethnohistorical literature collected by the
French and Spanish, which provides some insight into their social and political structures. There
are several cultural groups that would be most closely associated with the region of the Ocala
National Forest including the Mayaca of the St. Johns River, the Jororo to the south of the St.
Johns River, the Ais along the east coast of central and southern Florida, and the most documented
group the Timucua of northern Florida. (Milanich 2004b:215). Spanish expeditions into Florida’s
interior began in the latter half 16th century, with significant Spanish contact of interior indigenous
people around the 1560s (Milanich 2004c:225). Firsthand documentation of European arrival in
the Ocala region comes from Hernando de Soto who trekked through the area, then known as
Ocale, during his expedition of the Southeast in 1539 (Hudson 1997:90; Milanich 2004c:225). The
journey was perilous for de Soto who met much resistance from Indigenous populations in the
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area. His expedition was often led astray or through difficult terrain in acts of defiance by captured
Indigenous people used as guides to navigate the swamps of Ocale. (Hudson 1997:101). Before
departing, de Soto sent men to Acuera, an area just east of the Ocklawaha River and North of Lake
Weir in East Ocala (where a Spanish mission was later established [Boyer 2017:123]), to gather
provisions. There they met resistance by natives whose culture closely resembled St. Johns and
may have been Timucuan-speakers.
The French, who were also interested in settling Florida, made initial contact with
Indigenous people living near the mouth of the St. Johns River in 1562 by Jean Ribault. After the
ousting of the French by Pedro Menedez de Aviles of Spain in 1565 and the establishment of St.
Augustine contact with the Indigenous people living along the St. Johns River in Central Florida
was made by the Spanish (Milanich 2004b:225). Menendez’s ships made initial contact with the
Mayaca who blocked Menedez and his crew by setting up stake barriers along the river and raining
arrows down upon them. This tactic was successful and ultimately led to Menedez’s retreat
(Milanich 2004b:215).
The Spanish established Franciscan missions in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth
centuries in attempts to pacify chiefdoms along the St. Johns River valley and conscript the
indigenous into the catholic religion to serve under the crown (Milanich 2004c:225). The Timucua
population prior to European contact is estimated at 200,000 people spread out over 49,000 km²
with at least 35 simple chiefdoms who spoke varying dialects of the Timucua language. By the
mid-1700s nearly all known Timucua populations were decimated through disease introduced by
the Europeans, forced labor by the Spanish, and raids from English colonists (Milanich
2004c:227).
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Timucuans cultivated a variety of domesticated crops, gathered wild berries and nuts, and
relied heavily on hunting and fishing for sustenance. The hunting and fishing technology was
impressive including bow and arrows, fishing spears, traps and weirs, snares, and deerskin
camouflage (Milanich 2004c:222). The villages of Timucuan people were circular in shape and
fortified with large tree trunks driven into the ground. Their houses were circular featuring one
entrance, a palmetto-leaf thatched roof, low benches for sitting, and beds raised off the ground
constructed of either a dug-out log or woven reeds. The house occupants were likely nucleated
families (Ehrmann 1940:177; Milanich 2004c:222)). The natives would travel inland during the
winter months where they would erect palm-bough shelters and rely on hunting and gathering for
sustenance (Ehrmann 1940:174). The Timucua had a variety of tools, weapons, dugout canoes for
fishing and transportation, and were adorned in various accoutrements (Ehrmann 1940:179).
Spanish missions were established within North and Central Florida to spread Catholicism
and establish control over the Timucua people who provided forced labor and agricultural goods
for the Spanish (Hann 1996:79; Milanich 2004c 204:226). The Spanish mission San Salvador de
Mayaca, completed in 1602, was located just south of Lake George (Hann 1996:83; Milanich
2004:332). The number of Spanish missions grew during the mid-seventeenth century. Sadly, the
opposite was occurring for the Timucua people who exhibited a drastic depopulation after several
epidemics, eventually forcing many missions to close due to lack of available labor (Frank
2011:27; Milanich 2004c 2004:227).
Native American slavers and raiders, backed by the English, began raiding missions and
capturing Timucua people to be later sold in the Carolinas. By the mid-eighteenth century almost
all native Florida populations were decimated and the last known Timucuans moved to a town in
Cuba; ultimately eradicating the Timucua culture (Ehrmann 1940:190; Milanich 2004c:227). The
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Creek nation of the Georgia-Alabama border area began migrating down and settling in Florida
with very little opposition beginning in the early eighteenth century. Due to the near extinction of
Florida’s native populations, migration by the Creek into Florida was relatively free of hostility
with many taking control of farmlands originally held by the Timucua and other native groups
(Frank 2011:29). As Creeks settled, they started developing their own cultural traditions that
promoted a separate cultural identity to the Creeks of Georgia. The new Indigenous groups that
migrated to Florida and established roots called themselves the Seminole (Porter 1996:5). The
latter half of the eighteenth century gave rise to the Seminole Nation as many Indigenous people
continued to migrate down into Florida to settle and marry and establish their new identity. Blacks
and others enslaved in the American colonies who managed to escape also migrated into Florida
and were integrated with the Seminole (Frank 2011:29,32; Porter 1996:7). The Creeks of Georgia
split into the Red Stick Creeks, who opposed European influence within their societies, and the
“friendly” Creeks who embraced European customs, resulting in a civil war (Frank 2011:34). The
Red Stick War initially only involved the Creek, but the Red Sticks allied with the British and the
friendly Creeks allied with the Americans. News of a haven for free Blacks in the south created
resentment among many colonial slavers and traders, ultimately leading to war between the
Seminole and the United States (Frank 2011:38; Porter 1996:9,16).

Post-Colonial Period to Present – AD 1800-1950
Early nineteenth century Florida was engulfed in bloodshed with the Creek’s civil war leading to
American deaths and America declaring war on the Seminole. In 1813 General Andrew Jackson
lead a militia through Northwest Florida to hamstring Seminole resistance as retaliation for the
Creek’s civil war. Jackson’s campaign was a catalyst for the First Seminole War which began in
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1814 and lasted until 1818 (Frank 2011:40). Florida was ceded to America by the Spanish in 1821
and in 1823 the United States signed the Treaty of Moultrie Creek which gave reservation land to
the Seminoles in Central and South Florida (Westerman 2016:51). A military outpost was
established in 1825 named Fort King in the Ocala region and was a meeting place between
Seminole leaders and American representatives (Ott 1927:88). The US strained relations with the
Seminoles through their efforts of forcibly displacing Seminoles, an issue made worse with the
signing of the Treaty of Fort Gibson which required Seminole populations to relocate to Creek
territory in Oklahoma. Osceola of Tallahassee lead a Seminole Rebellion in 1835 known as the
Dade Massacre resulting in the Second Seminole War which lasted until 1842 (Frank 2011:46-49;
Westerman 2016:55). There was relative peace in Florida until 1855 when the United States
instigated a fight with the remaining Seminole leadership. This resulted in the third and final
Seminole War which occurred from 1855-1858 and only ever saw small skirmishes as opposed to
large scale battles from the previous two wars. The aftermath resulted in the deportation of most
Seminole to Oklahoma, leaving only a few hundred left in Florida (Frank 2011:50).
The Ocala National Forest received its official designation as protected federal land by
President Theodore Roosevelt in 1908, but this did nothing to stem the timber industry exploiting
the forest for its wood (United States Government Printing Office 1939). In the 1920s the US
Forest Service developed a new system for sustainability converting their southeastern national
forests into controlled-timbering producers of intermediate type production. The region’s forest
land had been cleared previously and would not have immediate availability of sawlogs, so a plan
was developed to use what was available to produce intermediate goods such as pulpwood and
turpentine; a plan that is still in use today (Conrad 1997:40). This prototype system was a success
and would be used as a model for future forestry practices. Today, the Forest flourishes through
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the sustainable efforts enforced by the US Forest Service. Historical aerial photography in the
1950s shows a sparse forest, whose reforestation efforts in the 30s and 40s had not yet become
apparent. Modern satellite imagery showcases the positive environmental impact the US Forest
Service has had on returning the Ocala National Forest to its former glory of lush, dense vegetation
and thick, near impenetrable tree canopies.

Summary
Florida contains over 14,000 years of human history beginning with the arrival of the
Paleoindians who established campsite along the coast’s peninsula hunting large game animals
with lithic projectiles and gathering food for sustenance. Some permanent settlements have been
located from this time with various stone tools, but many sites have been completely inundated as
the sea levels rose over the millennia that followed their arrival. Because of the dramatic shifts in
climate the Indigenous of Florida adapted to the rising tides by establishing sites inland. A larger
array of stone tools was crafted and mortuary practices became recognizable in the archaeological
record signaling the beginning of the Archaic period. The Archaic period lasts for around 8,000
years with several developmental stages and period defining cultural practices. Mound sites begin
appearing with varying purposes and methods of construction. Pottery and ceramics are introduced
late into the Archaic period with plant fibers, such as Spanish Moss, used for tempering. The
introduction and continued advancements in ceramic typology and style made it possible to
establish cultural groups and time periods of the region. The end of the Archaic and rise of the
Woodland period is heavily characterized by the large increase in settlements, mound sites,
artifacts, and assemblages. Many cultures become regionalized with well-defined typological
markers between groups and societies. Chiefdoms begin taking root and ceremonialism becomes
more prominent, especially towards the end of the Woodland and into the beginning of the
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Mississippian period where chiefdoms became very regionalized and very powerful. Populations
became too large to sustain a hunter and gatherer mode of subsistence, therefore horticulture and
agriculture take root and resources are more heavily controlled by chiefdoms. Mound sites become
more expansive and much more purposefully built as a way for cultural groups and chiefs to
display regional power. Much of Florida maintained either a continued hunter gatherer lifestyle,
like much of the St. Johns area, or became characteristically Mississippian up to and even through
the contact period.
The Spanish were brutal to the cultural groups of Florida, especially the Timucua,
subjugating them to forced labor and religious conversion. Many of Florida’s indigenous
population and cultural groups were completely decimated through disease and war by the time the
United States took claim of the Peninsula. Many northern tribes from Georgia had moved down
and laid claim to the abandoned farmlands of the Timucua, eventually establishing themselves as
the Seminole. The United States had several conflicts with the Seminole, leading to three wars and
the eventual surrender of many from the Seminole tribe. Much of Florida became State or
Federally owned by the twentieth century and was managed by various agency including the US
Forest Service, who care for several forests in Florida, including the Ocala National Forest.
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CHAPTER THREE: USING LiDAR TO LOCATE INDIGENOUS MOUND
SITES IN THE OCALA NATIONAL FOREST
Introduction
Archaeological sites in densely forested areas can be difficult to locate using traditional
field survey methods. They are equally difficult to identity in aerial or satellite imagery.
Fortunately, desktop surveys using LiDAR are a viable method for locating archaeological
structures beneath dense canopies (Dong and Chen 2018:12). To conduct a desktop survey using
remote sensing techniques, a variety of tools are utilized to gather the necessary data, perform data
conversions into applicable formats, and analyze the results. This chapter discusses LiDAR
technology and its applicability of locating archaeological sites digitally, how to access the data
required for this method, why this research chose to use free and open source (F/OSS) software
programs, how to access the software used, and the use of Manual Feature Extraction (MFE) as a
method of analysis to locate archaeological sites within dense forest environments.

What is LiDAR?
LiDAR is an acronym for Light Detection and Ranging and uses laser light pulses to record
X, Y, and Z coordinates for subjects (e.g., ground surface, vegetation), resulting in a threedimensional dataset representing features of the Earth’s surface. The resulting data, composed of a
series of 3D coordinates and their associated attributes is referred to as a point cloud (Bolstad
2016:285; Collis 1970:1782, Dubayah and Drake 2000:44; Pluckhahn and Thompson 2012:290;
White 2013:175). Airborne LiDAR, the most used form, uses instruments attached to planes,
helicopters, and drones to emit laser pulses and calculate the time it takes for the light to reflect off
an object and return to a receiver (Bolstad 2016:285). The precise positioning (roll, pitch, &
heading), longitude, latitude, and altitude of the points where the light lasers hit an object and
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reflects are measured using an inertial measurement unit (IMU). The points are then assigned
coordinates (x, y, & z) using a global positioning system (GPS) (Bolstad 2016:285; Chase et. al.
2017:90; Dong and Chen 2018:19; Dubayah and Drake 2000:44; Pluckhahn and Thompson
2012:290; White 2013:177; Vilbig et. al. 2020:1). One of LiDAR’s primary uses for
archaeological applications is the visual identification and representation it provides for locating
sites (Gonzalez-Tennant 2016:29,33). Archaeological uses of LiDAR point clouds typically
require the data be processed with GIS software. This is accomplished by extracting the points that
correlate to the type of feature to be analyzed. This is possible as most publicly available LiDAR
products (such as those used in this project) include classified points representing different feature
types (Chase et. al. 2017:90). Figure 2 includes a full list of typical classifications. LiDAR data is
typically packaged in one of two formats, ‘.las’, short for “laser” and ‘.laz’, which is a compressed
form of the las format. LiDAR data used for this study is publicly available via the Florida
Division of Emergency (FDEM) Coastal LiDAR Project. This includes data acquired from Volusia
County (March 2006), Lake County (April 2007). More recent statewide data from The 3DEP
Peninsular Florida LiDAR Project, hosted by the Florida geographic Information Office, was
acquired between December 2018 and March 2019. The FDEM and FGIO disseminated their data
through several sources including the FGIO’s online database, FIU’s International Hurricane
Research Center, UF’s Florida Geographic Data Library, South Florida Water Management
District GIS, St. Johns River Water Management District GIS, NOAA’s Digital Coast, and USGS
National Elevation Dataset (Florida Disaster 2021). The data used for this research was
downloaded via the USGS dataset.
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LiDAR Point Cloud Classifications
0)
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)

Never Classified
Unassigned
Ground
Low Vegetation
Medium vegetation
High Vegetation
Building
Noise
Model Key/Reserved
Water
Rail
Road Surface
Overlap/Reserved
Wire – Guard
Wire – Conductor
Transmission Tower
Wire - Connector
Bridge Deck
High Noise

Figure 2 Classifications of point cloud data
Source: arcgis.com 2021

As with most archaeological uses of LiDAR, this project also used a subsample of the
larger data classified as ground surface points to construct raster files representing elevation
values. These files are known as a digital elevation model (DEM). DEMs are raster files showing
bare earth topography. DEMs can be manipulated to apply lighting and shadows to the model,
visualize height data as color ranges, and allows for the creation of additional derivative data such
as contours lines, slope rasters, and view shed analysis (Chase et. al. 2017:92; Gonzalez-Tennant
2016; Jenny and Patterson 2020:1; Pluckhahn and Thompson 2012:297; USGS 2021; White
2013:183).

Data Download Locations
All LiDAR point cloud data was downloaded from the United States Geological Survey National
Map. The data was acquired from the Lidar Point Cloud filter found within the Elevation Source
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Data category. The .laz files for the associated LiDAR data tiles were then downloaded. .laz files
are the zipped form of .LAS files. https://apps.nationalmap.gov/downloader/#/ Historic aerial
photographs were downloaded from University of Florida’s digital collection website.
https://ufdc.ufl.edu/aerials/map

Methods
The methodology of this research processes LiDAR data to DEMs associated with the area
of study. These DEMs are then visualized and manually inspected to identify areas of sharp relief
associated with the typical characteristics of Indigenous mound sites. This method is designed to
use free and open source software (FOSS) so as to remove barriers for the replication of the
methods and results. This study was completed on computers with Windows 10 operating system
using the programs CloudCompare and QGIS; free and open source programs used to process and
visualize LiDAR data.
The boundaries of the Ocala National Forest along Lake George’s southern coast and along
the banks of the St. Johns River have the highest probability for Indigenous mound sites due to its
proximity of resources associated with freshwater environments. The St. Johns River’s banks are
prone to flooding and the average height above the bank in these areas is typically less than one
foot above the water level. Because of such a low average height above the water level, rises above
two feet, and especially above three feet along the riverbank may be indicative of an unknown
mound site. Within the area of study potential mound structure heights range between 3 and 15 feet
with diameters of 50 feet or greater, although some are well over 300 feet. Structures are typically
conical or round in shape and located near extinct or previous water sources (Anderson and
Sassaman 2012:78;81; Marquardt 2010:551; Riley and Tiffany 2014; Vilbig et. al. 2020).
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To aid against falsely identifying features as sites areas of interest located via MFE were
initially compared to Florida Master Site File (FMSF) site locations. Comparative analysis of
previously known sites to potential unknown sites was conducted for the purpose of identifying
how previously recorded mound sites appear within the DEMs. This insight was used as a guide
for identifying unreported site locations. An added benefit of using previously recorded site data is
ensuring the locational data correctly correlates to where the sites appear in the DEMs; an issue
discussed further in Chapter 4. Additional source materials are used as well to verify site locations,
including Ripley Bullen’s 1965 (Bullen and Bryant 1965) archaeological site map of recorded
mound sites within the area of investigation and historical aerial photos from the University of
Florida Digital Collections database. The Bureau of Land Management’s General Land Office
maps were reviewed but did not contain topographical or elevational data indicating mound site
presence (https://glorecords.blm.gov/).
The next step after manual feature extraction and comparative analysis is ground truthing
all potential sites. Ground truthing is the process of physically verifying site locations. During this
step the locations of prospective sites, as well as previously recorded sites, were visited. A
shapefile layer of potential mound site coordinates was created and uploaded to the Avenza App to
navigate to site locations. Many previously recorded sites have not been verified by a professional
archaeologist or were identified 50 plus years ago and should be updated as indicated by the
Florida Master Site File.

Using CloudCompare to generate digital elevation models (Appendix B)
CloudCompare (https://www.danielgm.net/cc/release/) is a versatile program for
visualizing 3D data. This project used these capabilities to subsample ground points from LiDAR
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point cloud data for parsing out all points classified as ground points and producing a high quality
DEM for visualization within QGIS.
To acquire the point cloud data navigate to the USGS national map viewer website
(https://apps.nationalmap.gov/downloader/#/) and select the geological area of study to access and
download the LiDAR point cloud data associated with the area selected (.laz files). CloudCompare
can read either .las or .laz files formats. In CloudCompare select and open the .laz file downloaded
from the USGS data downloader, which when opened will automatically unzip the file. The scalar
field found within the properties window must now be set to the correct type. A scalar field
consists of points within a space that are assigned scalar values. The active value needed here is
classification, which will allow us to subsample all point values that fall within the assigned
classification value for ground points (2). Using the Filter by value tool the range can be set as 1.12.1 (to capture all points classified with a 2, or as ground points) which will filter and remove all
point values that do not fall into this range. Since classification values are assigned integers only,
any point not assigned as 2 is removed, leaving a point cloud containing only classified ground
points. CloudCompare has a noise filter option that can help remove extraneous points to provide a
clearer final product, but this filter was not necessary for the LiDAR data used. A newly extracted
point cloud containing only ground points is generated and can now be converted into a DEM. The
Rasterize tool provides a simple method for exporting the point cloud data into a DEM raster
format. For the purposes of this project, the geotiff file format was used, which stores
georeferencing and geocoding information in a TIFF compliant raster file. The first setting under
the ‘Grid Section’ is the step option which dictates the number of cells that a grid will contain. A
lower step value increases the number of cells within the grid, but also increases the file size
produced. In a lower step value, the cells are smaller, therefore, fewer points are calculated within
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each cell, but each cell is representative of a smaller area and results in a higher resolution image.
In other words, each grid cell covers a smaller area and is more likely to preserve minor or modest
elevation changes over smaller areas. Higher resolutions are useful when looking for small features
within the point cloud data but may not be necessary when dealing with very large features such as
mound structures. A process of trial and error is required to ensure that a correct value is chosen so
as not to obscure or otherwise remove useful data associated with modest elevation changes. This
study set the step value to 3 which sets the size of the grid to 1668 x 1668. For the 2006-2007
LiDAR data, the resolution chosen (1668 x 1668) provided high enough clarity to clearly
distinguish features within the final product while also keeping the file’s size low. The higher the
resolution of the final raster file, the more computer processing power required, which can make
manipulating the raster file time-inefficient. In the next section of the rasterize menu the projection
direction is set to Z to produce a top-down view of the grid. The next setting, cell height, is used to
assign height values to each cell of the raster file. The height associated with each cell is calculated
using either the average height of all points within the cell’s area or the point with the highest
height value. Each cell in a raster is assigned a color value based on its height value which results
in a color gradient indicating elevation change. Based on the step size used and total amount of
points within the data some cells may not have a point fall within its area and is regarded as an
empty cell. Interpolating is used to fill in empty cells to close small holes and gaps and provide a
more consistent final product. Interpolation in CloudCompare uses the nearest non-empty
neighboring cell values to calculate a height value for the empty cell. Updating the grid applies all
value inputs and allows for exporting the raster as a geotiff. When exporting the raster check the
height values box to ensure height value data is attached to the file.
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Using QGIS to analyze digital elevation models
QGIS (https://www.qgis.org) is a user friendly Open Source Geographic Information
System (GIS) licensed under the GNU General Public License. QGIS is an official project of the
Open Source Geospatial Foundation (OSGeo). The program runs on Unix, Mac, Windows, and
Android operating systems. It supports numerous vector, raster, and database formats and
functionalities. QGIS is used to manipulate digital elevation models (DEM) and provide a mode of
visual analysis. QGIS is a very approachable, nearly all-inclusive GIS program with an easy-tounderstand UI and contains most features necessary to perform this research; all at no cost. The
program is entirely volunteer driven with any added features being created to serve a community’s
needs. For the archaeology community this program is invaluable with features being added
regularly that help advance the profession.
This section provides an overview of the process for using QGIS. To begin, open QGIS and
import the saved raster file created in CloudCompare from the Browser panel which populates in
the Layers panel. The layers panel is used to keep all imported files organized and can be used to
perform a variety of tasks including the order in which layers appear and quick access to regularly
used features by right-clicking files. The raster file imported will need a coordinate reference
system (CRS) attached to it so it can be correctly referenced on a map. Therefore, digital elevation
models are created as geotiff files with coordinates assigned to the image when exported from
CloudCompare. The coordinate reference system used for all LiDAR data in this research was
EPSG:2881 – NAD83(HARN) / Florida Easter (ftUS). The imported file appears as a black and
white model by default overlaying a white background. The plugin QuickMapServices provides a
variety of reference maps including google satellite imagery. Selecting the correct CRS and adding
a reference map layer will result in the imported digital elevation model overlaying a map in the
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correct geographic location. If the raster file is incorrectly place it may have been assigned the
incorrect coordinate reference system. The Layer Styling panel populates the symbology options
for a selected file layer in the layers panel for changing the digital elevation model’s symbology.
The two symbologies used for this research were hillshade and singleband psuedocolor.
Hillshade symbology applies lighting and shadow effects to a DEM to highlight elevation changes
(Bolstad 2016:505; Davis et. al. 2019:28). Hillshading mocks the Sun’s relative position by casting
a single light source onto a DEM. The faux sun’s azimuth and altitude can be changed to produce
shadow effects in places where elevation changes occur in a DEM.
Singleband psuedocolor assigns color values to cells in a raster representing changes in a single
variable, such as elevation data. Standard photography, as a reference, uses three color bands
consisting of red, blue, and green overlaid on each other to produce a color image. Singleband
instead uses a designated number of colors to fill each cell of a raster individually using a single
layer. Singleband pseudocolor produces a color gradient indicative of height differences which
works well with mound feature identifications. See figure 3 for an example of hillshade and
singleband psuedocolor typology.

Figure 3 Examples of a hillshade (left) and singleband pseudocolor (Right) digital elevation models.
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When a digital elevation model is initially loaded into GIS software, the elevation
displayed is the absolute minimum and maximum height values within the DEM. Because of these
absolute height values at default, it is very easy for archaeological features to be washed out when
using singleband pseudocolor symbology. Hillshade by default does not have this issue because of
how the DEM is visually represented, but fewer ground points in the initial LiDAR point cloud
data will result in features looking blockier in appearance due to extensive interpolation.
Therefore, both layers of symbology need to be manipulated so sites become more visible or
apparent.

Figure 4 Kimball Island with unadjusted height on the left and adjusted height on the right.

For easy visualization it is advised to duplicate the layer. The bottom layer uses the
hillshade style, and the top layer uses the singleband pseudocolor style with an opacity value.
Florida has an advantage when looking for mound structures due to the low, flat elevation so only
minor adjustments to height values displayed are necessary. Each LiDAR tile must be analyzed
individually for what height values should be used as the elevations in Central Florida do not
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remain as consistent as many other parts of Florida. This is evident in LiDAR tiles along the St.
Johns River where the landscape slopes towards the river. Adjusting the minimum and maximum
heights can allow potential mound sites to become more apparent, especially if the mounds max
height is much lower than the highest elevation point of the DEM overall. Indigenous mounds
typically appear as rounded or oblong elevation changes, usually with much higher elevation than
the area immediately surrounding the feature. Figure 4 shows Kimball Island with its minimum (0.1ft) and maximum (13ft) heights set on the left and its heights adjusted to a minimum of 0ft to a
maximum of 5ft on the right. The elevation changes became much more apparent in this example,
making it easier to determine where a mound structure may be located and where its boundaries
extend. As a reminder, the area of study’s potential mound structure heights range between 3 and
15 feet, diameter is normally 50 feet or greater with some mound structures well over 300 feet, are
conical or rounded in shape, and are normally located near water sources (Anderson and Sassaman
2012:78;81; Marquardt 2010:551; Riley and Tiffany 2014; Vilbig et. al. 2020). All identified sites
are recorded in a master shapefile layer using the polygon tool to draw out feature boundaries. The
shapefile layer contains coordinate data for each polygon created and can be imported into gps
devices and applications.

Ground Truthing Potential Sites
It is possible to misidentify potential sites using the manual feature extraction method,
therefore, potential sites were physically verified to supplement all findings through ground
truthing (Pluckhahn and Thompson 2012:289). Ground truthing involves traveling to the potential
mound sites to verify their physical existence. Many previously recorded sites have not been
verified by a professional archaeologist or were identified over 50 years ago and should be updated
in the Florida Master Site File. Ground truthing validated the methods used in this study and
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resulted in a need to update locational data of previously recorded sites to the Florida Master Site
File.
Because of the amount of groundwork required to reach some of the sites it was not
possible to visit all potential sites identified due to time, terrain difficulty, or sites located on nonFederal property. Instead, a relatively remote section of the St. Johns River was chosen where
previously recorded sites exist near the newly recorded potential sites. This allowed for
verification of previously known sites that had not been visited in over 50 years as well as ground
truth the potential unknown mound sites. The section of the river visited included the bluff of
western Lake Dexter and parts of Kimball Island. The sites verified within this section of the river
provided sufficient data to verify the method. The US Forest Service granted access to use an
airboat for a day, which was operated by a licensed airboat operator to ground truth sites. It should
be noted that all visited sites can be reached by canoe or kayak as well.

Limitations
As with all methodologies, it is important to understand the benefits and limitations
associated with any single approach. The LiDAR data acquired for this study was taken in 2007
and may produce irregularities in the visual analysis due to the early generation of the LiDAR
technology used. CloudCompare offers a powerful solution to working with this data and limits
any abnormalities during the compressed data’s unzipping to subsampling to DEM conversion
process. Forest canopies can also prove so thick that few light pulses pierce through to provide an
accurate reading; an issue that is further discussed in Chapter 5 (Pluckhahn and Thompson
2012:290). Modern human activity such as trash disposal, dredging, and other anthropological
terraforming activities have occurred along the river and may produce anomalies due to their
similar size and shape of Indigenous mounds while analyzing the LiDAR tiles (Randall 2014:172).
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Traversing the environment in the Ocala National Forest was difficult due to the dense jungle
vegetation and marshes, with some sites almost entirely inundated requiring travel by air boat to
locate. The area of study contains a significant amount of marsh and wetlands throughout the year
due to the low flow rate of the St. Johns river and an average annual rainfall of 55 inches.
Inundation can prove tricky for LiDAR since water refracts the light and can produce inaccurate
data from the LiDAR pulses (Pluckhahn and Thompson 2012:291). The 2006-2007 LiDAR data
was recorded during the dryer months of March and April and so provided the most ideal
conditions for recording. Most sites were investigated during the much wetter months of June and
August, but inundation was not an issue in locating sites during ground truthing.

Conclusion
The archaeological application of LiDAR opens the door for an incredibly efficient and
modern technique for identifying and locating sites. Free and open source software exists to
provide an alternative to proprietary software enabling more people to engage in the new age of
digital archaeology. The programs and process overview provided in this chapter are effective at
locating Indigenous mound sites in Florida’s thick jungle landscapes, but skill of the user is the
major limiting factor for site discovery with this method. The most difficult aspect is determining
what in a DEM is a possible mound site, a natural elevation change in the land, or an anomaly of
the data itself. Rounded indigenous mounds and shell structures are the easiest to spot in the data,
but shell structures can vary widely in form and location. Understanding the previous research of
the area being analyzed is paramount to differentiating between Indigenous features and natural or
modern land formations. Modern development such as dredged canals and large borrow pits can
lead to falsely identifying sites, therefore, looking at additional resources including older LiDAR
data and aerial photography can help with determining if a feature is modern or pre-historic.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS
Introduction
Using the methods discussed in the previous chapter, known and unknown Indigenous sites
were identified and located within the dense tree canopy of the Ocala National Forest. Manual
feature extraction led to the identification of 22 potential mound structures across 16 LiDAR tiles.
Analysis was focused on LiDAR tiles for the east side of the forest, south of Lake George and
along the St. Johns River and its branching waterways, which narrowed the geographical area
analyzed and enabled more ground truthing in high probability areas. Of the 22 potential sites
identified 10 potential sites were visited during ground truthing. Of the 10 sites visited, 4 were
previously identified sites and were located successfully, 2 were previously unknown and
unreported shell mounds, 1 was mounding of modern construction, and 3 were high-density
vegetation with no mound presence. It was also found that 6 of the 22 sites identified through the
LiDAR data were previously recorded sites that contained incorrect coordinates within the Florida
Master Site File and National Register of Historic Places listing. This chapter discusses the results
of the desktop survey and ground truthing process. LiDAR maps for all recorded sites can be found
in APPENDIX A.

LiDAR Data Conversion to Digital Elevation Models and Manual Feature Extraction

All LiDAR data was converted into DEMs and analyzed for Indigenous mound sites. The
only available LiDAR data at the start of this research (2020) was the 2006 Volusia County and
2007 Lake County surveys. The Volusia County data was taken March 2-8, 2006, and the Lake
County data was taken on April 4, 2007. Several LiDAR tiles overlapped along the boundaries of
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these counties, and while reviewing it became apparent the 2006 Volusia County data contained
more classified ground points. More ground points typically requires less interpolation and
therefore produces a more accurate DEM. Both data sets were analyzed, with the 2006 data taking
precedence when the LiDAR tiles overlapped due to its clarity and increased ground points. All
potential sites identified were assigned a site name. The site name was derived from the LiDAR
tile number associated with the data download file name provided by USGS and then followed by
the feature number. For example, site number 1257-2 is derived from the last four numbers of the
file name ‘FL_LakeCo_2007_001257.laz’. Tile 1257 contained two features, therefore site 1257-2
is the second feature of the tile. These names were assigned prior to the release of the 2019 data
and were not updated to reflect the 2019 tile numbers to maintain naming consistency.
In Spring of 2021, The 3DEP Peninsular Florida LiDAR Project, hosted by the Florida
Geographic Information Office, announced a new data set taken from December 4, 2018 to March
22, 2019 would become available in Fall of 2021. The new data began rolling out during the final
months of writing this thesis (August 2021), and some tiles that contain potential mound sites are
still unavailable. The new data made use of recent LiDAR technology, resulting in more points
overall and a larger number of those points being classified as ground points as compared to the
previous LiDAR data. The new data contained many more points and therefore required less
interpolation which resulted in better visualizations of mound shape and even definable elevation
changes within the mound itself using the same option settings for the previous data (Figure 5).
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Figure 5 The 2007 data of the Kimball Island mound had drastically fewer ground points recorded than
the 2019 data so the interpolation generated for the 2007 data resulted in a blockier image using the same
rasterize settings.
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Table 1 LiDAR Tiles Containing Sites

LiDAR Tile
Number

Number of
Sites

Assigned Site Number

214

1

214-1

1106

1

1106-1

1138

1

1138-1

1139

2

1139-1

1170

1

1170-1

1171

1

1171-1

1257

2

1257-1

1258

1

1258-1

1285

1

1285-1

1286

3

1286-1

1336

1

1336-1

1337

5

1337-1

1338

1

1338-1

1402

1

1402-1

1139-2

1257-2

1286-2

1286-3

1337-2

1337-3 1337-4
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1337-5

Ground truthing Sites

Figure 6 Left: Taylor Collore Author, Middle: Clay Coates, USFS, Airboat Operator; Right: John Dysart,
USFS, Zone Archaeologist; Not Pictured: Rachel Thompson, USFS, Forest Archaeologist.

As previously discussed, ground truthing of sites is necessary to verify the remote
desktop survey method. Not every site located in the LiDAR data was ground truthed due to time
and availability of necessary vehicles for site access. Of the 22 sites identified during manual
feature extraction 10 were ground truthed. Of the sites ground truthed, 4 were previously
recorded archaeological sites, 2 sites were prehistoric shell mounds that have not been previously
reported to the Florida Master Site File or the US Forest Service’s records, 1 site was a mound of
modern creation, and 3 were dense vegetation areas. The following section breaks down the
results and findings for each site visited including artifact presence, area and elevation data, and
information found at each site.
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Ground Truthed Site Results
LiDAR Tiles 001106, 001138, and 001139:
Potential sites 1106-1, 1138-1, and 1139-2 were visited on May 24th, 2021. A Forest Service
pick-up truck with 4X4 was used to get as close as possible to the sites. From there the three sites
required walking to locate. 1138-1 was low intensity and easy to locate. 1106-1 & 1139-2 were
high intensity to locate requiring hiking through very dense vegetation.
Sites: 1106-1 (29.184344.- 81.595702)
1139-2 (29.189137,- 81.580313)
Sites 1106-1 & 1139-2 were in inundated areas about 1.5 kilometers just south of Lake
George and appear to be incorrectly identified sites. Once we were within the demarcated
boundaries drawn during the desktop survey for two potential sites it became impassable to walk
through due to ultra-dense vegetation. The vegetation was so thick that when we tried to crawl
underneath very little sunlight shown through, and we ultimately decided to turn back once the
brush became too impassable. It is surmised that the LiDAR was not able to accurately penetrate
these areas, to the actual ground points, and therefore appeared as areas of elevation in the shape
of a mound. These sites were visited around the same time of the year (2021) as when the
LiDAR data was recorded (2006-2007).
Site 1138-1 (29.187133,- 81.580105)
This site was mounded in appearance at ground level with obvious elevation grading
around the perimeter of the site. Mound was about 1 meter high, 34 meters wide, and 42 meters
long. No obvious signs of shell were present. The topsoil in the center of the mound was clay and
the soil along the perimeter was sand mixed with organic material. After historical aerial
photographs were examined, it appears site number 001138-1 was once an area cleared of
vegetation and purposefully constructed for a potential structure, but whose construction phase
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was never initiated (Figure 7). This is also indicated by a road that branched off of Blue Creek
Lodge road and lead directly to the site. This shows LiDAR’s capabilities for identifying very
subtle modern mounding features for historic, residential, and commercial applications along
with prehistoric mounding.

Figure 7 The area for site 1138-1 in 1941 was almost completely barren from deforestation, by 1958 the
area seems to have had forestry and agricultural activity. 1974 is the first-time site 1138-1 is visible from
Aerial Imaging, but from 1980 onward the site seems to have been abandoned and was eventually taken
over completely by the forest. The site is now only clearly visible using the LiDAR data.
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LiDAR Tile 001257:
This tile contained two promising mound sites, later identified as mounds associated with
the NRHP listed Bowers Bluff Midden Archaeological District (NRHP Ref# 80000952, FMSF#
LA00088), roughly 250 meters from the bank of Stagger Mud Lake, a branching lake of the St.
Johns River. Both potential sites were similar in size and shape and a quarter mile in distance
from each other.
Site 1257-2 (29.093173, -81.509749)
Part of the National Register of Historic Places Bowers Bluff Middens Archaeological District
(NRHP Ref# 80000952)(FMSF# 8LA00088) (Figure 8)

Figure 8 Author Taylor Collore Standing on the mound found at site 1257-2.

Site 1257-2 was visited on July 30, 2021. A USFS Forest Archaeologist and I drove as
close to the site as we could using a USFS 4X4 pickup truck via NFS 522-A. This was supposed
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to bring us to within a quarter mile of both sites, but we had to proceed on foot about a mile
away from the sites due to the dirt road becoming water-logged and becoming impassable by
vehicle. The terrain was high intensity with much of the path being relatively inundated. The first
8/10ths of the mile hike contained a variety of vegetation but was mostly filled with saw
palmetto scrub ranging between 0.6-1.2 meters feet in height and sand pine tree. There was
indication of modern anthropogenic visitation, evidenced by an abandoned road that ended
roughly 320 meter (0.2 mi) from the mound site and a few pieces of modern trash including pulltab beer cans. Within 120 meters of the potential site the vegetation transitioned to bamboo/cane
and live oaks. Potential Site 001257-2 was in-fact a prehistoric mound site, evidenced by the
extreme elevation change at the mound base and the multitude of freshwater snail shell visible on
the surface and at the base of downed trees (Figure 9).

Figure 9 Easily observable land snail shell piles from upturned tree roots. This photo was taken from the
east side of the mound. Photographer facing west.
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The mound was measured at about 55 meters (180 ft) from the west side to the east side
of the mound with a max height of roughly 4.26 meters (14 ft). The topsoil only made up about 3
inches of the overall mound height. The vegetation covering the mound include large palmettos
and oaks. It was also covered in poison ivy and sumac, whose presence at other mound sites in
the area was noted by Bullen and Bryant (1965:6).

Figure 10 The lower mandible of a boar or wild pig found on the surface of the mound.

A boar mandible with tusks was found resting on the topsoil (Figure 10). Rooting of
mound sites by boar or wild pigs has also been noted at the Kimball Island mound site (Benson
and Greene 1962:113). Due to time constraints and terrain intensity this site was not able to be
further evaluated.
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LiDAR Tile 001286:
These sites were investigated on August 18th, 2021. An airboat provided by the US Forest
Service was used to access the sites. It should be noted that all sites would be navigable via
kayak, canoe, or small boat.

Site 1286-1 (Location 29.105034, -81.504300) (FMSF# 8LA00137)

Figure 11 Though difficult to observe in the photo, this is taken near the center
of the site where numerous depressions were observable
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Site 1286-1 showed evidence of mounding but lacked a distinct conical shape of a
traditional mound (Figure 11). There was presence of shell surface scatter, but it was very sparse.
Sand was very abundant where the topsoil was exposed indicating a possible sand mound site.
Numerous visible land depressions were scattered in the area but remained confined to the site
area indicated by the LiDAR data.
The roots of felled trees in the area did not provide evidence of subsurface shell. The
mounding and elevation changes at this site could be anthropogenic in origin based on the close
vicinity of other mound sites and the shell surface scatter, but without proper subsurface probing
no determination can be made on its origins or how it may have been built.

Site 1286-2 (Location 29.100732, -82.502021) (FMSF# 8LA00209)
Site 1286-2 was a mound site with a gradual increase in elevation and a max height of
2.4m (8ft). And roughly 235m (772ft) in circumference observed from the ground. Lidar
indicates a much larger circumference at 571m (1874ft), but a more gradual incline beyond what
was noticeable at ground level. GPS was used to track this site’s circumference from the ground
level. Figure 12 shows the tracked area is what is immediately apparent from the ground, but
with LiDAR we can see the mound structure is larger than what is observable from the ground
level. The area contains evidence of modern use with beer cans and glass bottles littered
throughout the site. The surface of the mound consisted almost entirely of topsoil and sand but
had a visible shell surface scatter measuring 1.1m x 0.5m. With the presence of shell, it is
assumed this mound contains shell layers, but that cannot be determined without further
subsurface probing.
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Figure 12 DEM of site 1286-2 with GPS tracking of the site’s visible circumference from the ground.
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Site 1286-3 (29.100600, -81.501990) (Bartram’s Mound FMSF# 8LA00024)
Site 1286-3 was heavily eroded at the shoreline indicating the shell mound extended into
what is now considered the river (Figure 13). The erosion from the water line was about a 0.75m
high separation from the dry land on top.

Figure 13 The photos show the heavy erosion of the shell midden at site 1286-3.

Shell was also clearly visible over the mounds entire surface with visible topsoil and sand
as well. There was visible elevation change, but most of the site felt fairly level. There was one
area of depression towards the western side of the mound that was roughly 2 meters in diameter.
The shell on the west side of the mound stopped appearing on the surface very abruptly, going
from heavy shell presence to no visible shell in a very short distance. The site also had evidence
of modern human visitation with fire pits, glass bottles, and beer cans.

LiDAR Tile 001338:
The site within this tile was investigated on August 18th, 2021. An airboat provided by
the US Forest Service was used to access the site. It should be noted that the site would be
navigable via kayak, canoe, or small boat.
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Site 1338-1 (29.096327, -81.467666)
Site 1338-1 contained no observable mounding or shell midden and instead was high
density brush along the river coastline with trees set back about a meter from the dense
vegetation (Figure 14). LiDAR data of this site required heavy interpolation and it appears that
this site was an anomaly due to fewer ground points classified which generated larger polygons
for average height. Its shape and height on the DEM displayed possible midden properties, but
following the site visit it appears to be high density brush that rose nearly a meter above the

water.
Figure 14 The vegetation from the water line to the tree line sits on top of the water
with no observable land mass until the tree line.
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LiDAR Tile 001337:
These sites were investigated on August 18th, 2021. An airboat provided by the US Forest
Service was used to access the sites. It should be noted that all sites would be navigable via
kayak, canoe, or small boat.

Site 1337-2 (29.090601, -81.459193) (No known site file associated)
Site 1337-2 was a mound site with observable elevation changes. The site was about 20
meters inland from where the vegetation begins on the river. The depth of the water ranged from
knee height to waist height, so waders were used to reach the site. The mound was covered in
grass and had a very low and gradual elevation change of about 1.2 meters. The circumference of
this site was also much smaller than the previously discussed sites at only about 215 meters
around but was observable as oblong shaped from the ground level. This site contained no
observable surface scatter of shell, but topsoil and sand were visible with an even layer of grass
throughout (Figure 15).

Figure 15 Photo of the highest point of the mound at site 1337-2.
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There were significant indications of modern human visitation and area use, the most interesting
evidence of use was a culvert pipe of unknown origin and material that ran underground right
through the mound with the mouth of the pipe laying half-buried near the center of the mound
(Figure 16).

Figure 16 The mouth of the culvert pipe on the (left). The visible length of the pipe before requiring
subsurface probing (right).

Other modern activity included downed trees stacked on top of each other and orange tree
marking tape, normally used for timbering operations (Figure 17).

Figure 17 Photo of the downed trees that had been piled together
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Site 1337-3 (29.088368, -81.458553) (No known site file associated)

Figure 18 This photo was taken at the observable highest point of the mound at site 1337-3.

Site 1337-3 was a mound site with observable elevation change. Similar to site 1337-2,
this site was about 20 meters inland from where the vegetation begins on the river. The depth of
the water ranged from knee height to waist height. Like 1337-2, which was only about 220
meters north of this site, site 1337-3 had an elevation change of about 1.2 meters, with a
circumference of about 250 meters. From the ground level, this mound appeared to be in a much
more traditional conical shape (Figure 18).
This site contained two gopher tortoise holes adjacent to each other., allowing visual
inspection beneath the ground surface, which was comprised of snail shell and sand.
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There was also one surface level piece of bone sitting on top of the gopher tortoise’s
discard sand and shell pile (Figure 19). The bone was collected and given to the Forest
Archaeologist for identification and curation. This site was heavily inundated 360 degrees
around its borders with only the mound providing solid ground to walk on.

Figure 19 A gopher tortoise hole with observable shell surrounding it and a single piece of bone found on
surface outside of a gopher tortoise hole.
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Table 2 Results of Ground Truthing Sites
Previous
Sand
Shell
Recorded
Presence Presence
Site?

Site #

Mound
Presence

Shell
Type

001106-1

No

N/A

001138-1

Yes

No

001139-2

No

N/A

001257-2

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Snail

55m wide, 92m long, 4.26m
high

Bowers Bluff Midden No. 2

001286-1

Possible

Yes

Yes

Yes

Snail

48m wide, multiple depression,
no discernable peak

Land altering practices were present, but no distinct
mound shape

001286-2

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Snail

80m in diameter, 3.65 meters
high

Large, conical mound with gradual slope

001286-3

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Snail

34m wide, 48.2m long, 2m high

Heavily eroded mound/midden. Likely mined out.

001337-2

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Snail

48.2m wide, 69m long, 2m high

Unrecorded site with a culvert pipe running through
the mound.

001337-3

Yes

No

Yes

No

54m wide, 90m long, 2m high

Shell presence only known because of gopher
tortoise holes

001338-1

No

N/A

Mound Measurements

No
Yes

Additional Details
Incorrect site identification/ultra-dense vegetation

No

34m wide, 42m long, 1m high

No

Modern mounding between 1958-1973, likely for a
structure that was never built
Incorrect site identification/ultra-dense vegetation

Incorrect site identification/ultra-dense vegetation
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Discussion
This research provided a method to accurately map the location of Indigenous mound
sites and structures including two mound sites that lack a Florida Master Site File (FMSF)
number, implying that these were not previously recorded, although they may have been known
to locals and/or previous USFS archaeologists. As such, these undocumented sites required
completion of new FMSF forms for each site. Inconsistencies were found regarding site locations
for previous reported sites as reflected on site file forms and site shapefiles provided by the State
Historic Preservation Officer’s office. This research provided sufficient evidence that many
known site locations were incorrect requiring an update for information regarding site sizes,
shapes, and locations of mound structures. As of writing this the forms have been submitted.

Limitations Found During Research
One limitation discovered for the method of manual feature extraction was a user’s
experience with GIS software and understanding the data they are analyzing which affects
perception of site identification while manipulating the digital elevation models. Inexperience
with the software at the beginning of this research lead to misidentifying the data as potential
mound sites, an error not discovered until the first ground truthing expedition. The number of
ground points classified in a point cloud can affect interpolation and produce incorrect cell
values. As ground points are placed further apart from each other, the conversion from point
cloud to raster DEM calculates the average height for the inside area of each cell within a grid.
The more points recorded and classified in an area means fewer empty cells need to be
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interpolated. Interpolation requires nearest neighbor cell values to calculate the value of the
empty cell, but if there are excessive empty cells the interpolation process needs to extract height
values across larger areas, which can depict incorrect height values for the empty cells. Because
the older LiDAR technology contained relatively few points as ground points in certain areas the
average height between each point was not as indicative of the overall area’s height. This is what
produced some anomalies that at first appeared as mounds but were instead incorrectly
represented average heights of an area.
Another possibility for these anomalies may not necessarily be fewer ground points, but
rather the amount of ground-level vegetation density which may have been the case for sites
1106-1, 1139-2, and 1338-1. The three potential sites contained ultra-dense vegetation where the
sites were to be located and were near impenetrable to navigate through. Branches of the various
vegetation at the 1106-1 and 1139-2 site areas were stacked on top of each other about 1.5 meters
from the bottom of the vegetation to the top. The base of the vegetation allowed very little light
through and produced a low archway with the lowest branches curling downward due to the
pressure of the stacked branches above. The only way to move through it was to have crawled
under the archways the layered branches produced, but even that became impassable. As a result
of the 1106-1 and 1139-2 anomalies, a re-examination of all originally plotted potential sites was
necessary before making future trips to other potential sites.
Historic Aerial photography proved useful in clarifying areas with dense vegetation. Aerials
were downloaded from the University of Florida’s historic aerial photography database at
(https://ufdc.ufl.edu/aerials/map) and analyzed for any visible mounds and structures dating back
to the 1940s and 1950s when the forest was still regrowing following the CCC’s efforts to
rehabilitate it. None of these sites were present in the aerial photography. General Land Office
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Records (GLO) maps and USGS historic topographical maps were researched, but no indication
of prehistoric mound site presence through the available maps was found. Mound site 1138-1,
the site of modern mounding and land clearing, was marked on a topographical map in 1978
through the USGS topoview site but was not marked on any maps before or after that date.
Because of the issues that arose around Sites 1106-1 and 1139-2, site 1338-1 was selected
for ground truth investigation due to its similar appearance. This interpolations for this area were
large enough that during the singleband psuedocolor visualization it appeared that a possible
midden site along Kimball Island, a known location for prehistoric mounds, may have been
present (Figure 20). This was likely due to low ground point count and heavy presence of water
which refracts laser pulses and can contribute to anomalies. This site was investigated as a
control for how vegetation, water, and number of classified ground points can produce
anomalies. As discussed in the results this was indeed not a site but a bank of the river with very
dense vegetation that grew out of the water.

Figure 20 Site 1338-1 was completely inundated with dense vegetation that
rose out of the water of the river’s bank. This gave the appearance that this
could have been raised earth.
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Issues With Already Recorded Sites
During this research the Florida Master Site File and National Register of Historic places
shapefiles were provided by the Ocala National Forest’s Forest Archaeologist which detail
locational data of all known archaeological sites within the forest. The GIS locational data was
inaccurate or incomplete for all FMSF previously recorded sites according to the LiDAR data,
mirroring a larger trend of antiquated FMSF data due to the technologies used to record sites
prior to GPS and similar technologies (Wallis and Randall 2014:248). The implications for the
use of LiDAR to verify accurate locational data is the ability to correctly update locational data
or change the data completely to match actual site locations.
This issue was discovered for sites 1286-1 (FMSF# 8LA00137), 1286-2 (FMSF# 8LA00209),
1286-3 (Bartram’s Mound FMSF# 8LA00024) and 1257-1 & 1257-2 (NRHP Ref#
80000952)(FMSF# 8LA00088) (Figures 21 and 22).
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Figure 21 This indicates where the FMSF shapefiles are referenced for each site, which
are all non-indicative of the size of the site and are all incorrectly positioned. It appears
the FMSF shapefile polygons are near arbitrarily placed and shaped providing false
information regarding site locations and areas that could be deemed hazardous to
archaeological sites, especially with forestry operations.
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Sites 1257-1 & 1257-2 are protected through the National Register of Historic Places,
demarcated in a protected area, known as Bowers Bluff Middens Archaeological District (Figure
22). This area was drawn to include the two mound sites, a supposed smaller third mound not
located in the LiDAR, and any possible undiscovered sites within the area.

Figure 22 The National Register area encompasses a far larger area than what would be necessary for
the two sites.
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The issue with protecting an area without knowing its actual boundaries is it can provide
a false representation of the cultural groups involved. The NRHP designation was given in 1980
to protect the large, undisturbed mounds, but all the mounds nearby were unfortunately mined
and destroyed for their shell contents in the first half of the 20th century. By only drawing
arbitrary boundaries to incorporate the two undisturbed mounds, the context the other mounds
could still provide is removed. The intention of the National Register was to ensure protection of
the undisturbed mounds, but it may have been done in haste and removed other sites that should
have been included. A counter to what the National Register deemed protected, you can see that
the Florida Master Site File encompasses a fraction of a boundary of what the National Register
defines and does not include the two mound sites associated with it (figure 22).
Using LiDAR, it is possible to remotely update known mound site’s shape and
coordinates to accurately reflect areas of avoidance. This helps facilitate forestry operations by
providing exact boundaries for where activities such as timbering can be employed without
adding hazards to mound sites. This also allows the forest archaeologist to authorize more
accurately designated forestry project areas.

Conclusion
This research project successfully explores how to process publicly-available LiDAR
data using free and open source software in service of a public archaeology that provide vital and
accurate information to state and federal agencies tasked with recording, documenting, and
protecting Florida’s cultural heritage resources. The methods used to process and analyze
LiDAR in this thesis provide a useful approach for state and federal archaeologists who may not
have access to more costly software (e.g., ESRI Spatial Analysis extension). This method has
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shown that digital elevation models generated from LiDAR data can be used by archaeologists to
discover, protect, and update archaeological sites. However, the learning curve for reading and
truly understanding the data is steep. Using the methods for the specific data used in this research
will produce similar results, but that does not necessarily mean those steps repeated for other
LiDAR data will produce the same results. Each dataset and even each tile in a data set must be
approached individually to ensure many factors are covered such as variations in elevation, water
sources, nearby features, modern activities, and even performing outside research using historic
maps and photography to verify if a feature is modern in design. Initially, over 40 possible sites
were identified, but after extensive background research of mounds in the southeast, analyzing
LiDAR data associated with other known sites around Florida, and spending countless hours
analyzing and reanalyzing the data within the GIS programs, the overall site number was
confidently brought down to 22 sites. Of those 22 sites, five were previously recorded sites, two
were previously unknown mound sites, one was a mound site of modern construction, two were
found to be in error due to misunderstanding the data, and one was used as a control to validate
prior errors made in this research. Of the remain 11 sites, one was a known archaeological
feature (1402-1), one was the well-known Kimball Island Mound (1337-3), four were features
surrounding or near the Kimball Island Mound (1337-1,2,4,5), one looked to be a possible shell
midden lining a riverbank, and the other four potential sites exhibit the characteristics of
Indigenous mound sites and if ground truthed would very likely be unknown mound sites.
In summation, the methodology of this research is straightforward, but requires technical
skill and a thorough understanding of the programs being used. Open source software is
everchanging with new features being added regularly, but many of the changes do not come
with a how-to guide breaking down exactly what every feature does and how it does it. To truly
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understand what it is being analyzed and what to look for while visualizing elevation data takes a
lot of practice and patience. Much of the information regarding how to use these programs came
through YouTube videos and countless forum posts. Often times even those were several years
out of date so critically thinking about how the older information can still help with the updated
software is necessary. The earlier LiDAR (circa 2006) data was very effective for locating
mound sites, with the majority of findings being confirmed when more recent 2019 data was
available.
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APPENDIX A
LIDAR TILE MAPS
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Appendix A contains maps for each identified site. The map titles are the associated LiDAR tile
numbers used by the FDEM Lidar Project with their year they were captured. Maps which
contain two or more tiles are included due to the close proximity of sites or because sites
overlapped multiple tiles. Maps whose tiles don’t align left to right or contain numerous tiles
have their tiles labeled. All maps are aligned with north pointing towards the top of the page.
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LiDAR Map 91, 1257, 1258, & 1286
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LiDAR Map 214
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LiDAR Map 1106
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LiDAR Map 1138 & 1139
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LiDAR Map 1285 & 1313
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LiDAR Map 1336, 1337, & 1338
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LiDAR Map 1402
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